
The official commencement of the 6th cycle of IDEA’s program for startups took place in a lean
ceremony and in the presence of the new teams. 12 new, enthusiastic groups of brilliant minds
in the fields of shipping, artificial intelligence, sustainable energy, entertainment and catering,
culture, economic technology, smart cities, special topics of tourism, medicine technology and
biofood production, joined the integrated IDEA program and they are now having the opportunity
to become the new entrepreneurs of the future!

OFFICIAL OPENING OF IDEA 6TH CYCLE

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed on April 13, 2021, by the Chief Scientist of Research and
Innovation of the Republic of Cyprus Dr Nikolas Mastroyiannopoulos and the Chairman of the Board of
Directors of IDEA, Dr Charis Poungare, in the presence of the Deputy Minister of Research, Innovation
& Digital Policy, Mr Kyriacos Kokkinos and the Manager of IDEA Ms Angela Panayiotou.
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MoU WAS SIGNED BETWEEN 
THE CHIEF SCIENTIST AND IDEA



The Chief Scientist for Research and Innovation, Dr Nikolas Mastroyiannopoulos, welcoming the
signing of the Memorandum, noted that: It seals the joint effort for the development of innovative
entrepreneurship in Cyprus and the strengthening of efforts to transform innovative ideas into
sustainable business ideas, with a global perspective.

The IDEA Chairman of the Board, Dr Charis Pouangare emphasized that: through a careful 6-year
strategy, we have brought the IDEA Innovation Center to where it is today - a Center that has
supported 70 start-ups to date, has been awarded by the European Commission among 29
countries and has acquire a leading role in Cyprus. These, were achieved through our strong
orientation for cooperation with both the private and the public sector.
Welcoming the signing of the Memorandum and the start of the 6th cycle of IDEA startups, the
Deputy Minister of Research, Innovation & Digital Policy, Mr Kyriacos Kokkinos stated that: The
mission and services offered by IDEA as an incubator / accelerator and Innovation Center, are fully
in line with the goals of the Government. We consider it crucial to support startups and innovative
SMEs through the high level of education and other related services provided by IDEA. In just 6
years, IDEA has contributed to the 

Mr Kokkinos added also: I would like to say a big thank you to the two people who support
this effort, Angela Panayiotou and my friend Dr Charis Pouangare, because behind them
are the institutions which - whether it is called Bank of Cyprus or Idea - are led by People!
And without the perseverance and courage and fighting spirit of these people we would
not have these 167 applications today and there would not be 12 young people here to
claim through a process, to create something innovative, something new.

creation of new jobs, the development
of new viable companies based in
Cyprus, the absorption of funds from
national and European funding
programs and the attraction of private
investment. Furthermore, the action of
IDEA indirectly contributes to the
digital transformation of the industry
but also to the creation of a critical
mass of researchers and scientists.

IDEA, in its six successful year and with a multitude of distinctions locally and internationally,
acts as a "Business Incubator" and a startup creation machine and young "entrepreneurs",
“capitalizing" the minds of young people and giving back to the economy new, startup
companies. Through the strong implementation of Public-Private Partnership, IDEA has
established itself as an important government partner, extending a further hand of cooperation to
the competent authorities, in the direction of commercialization of research & innovation, a vital
sector for our country. In a lean ceremony and taking all necessary protection measures for the
pandemic, the two major innovation institutions of our country agreed for close cooperation for
the common purpose - promoting Cyprus as a regional innovation hub, a bridge between Europe,
Asia and Africa.
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MANAGER OF IDEA NOMINEE IN MADAME FIGARO
WOMEN OF THE YEAR 2021 AWARDS

IDEA - JUDGE IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CYPRUS
STUDENT INNOVATORS COMPETITION SINN2021

We were delighted to announce the
candidacy of IDEA Manager, Angela
Panayiotou, at the “Madame Figaro
Women of the Year 2021” Awards, in
the category ‘Professional /
Businesswoman’. Through hard work,
passion and vision, IDEA achieved
significant acknowledgments and
awards in Europe, Asia & Africa. For
the past 5 years she is devoted in
supporting the youth in creating their
own business! She intensively
promotes female entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurship of people with
disabilities and pioneers in the creation
of a ‘giving back’, collaborative culture.

Supporting youth entrepreneurship
at an early stage, is vital for our
country’s future. On April 14th,
IDEA participated as judge at the
panel of the 3rd Student Innovators
2021 – SINN2021. This gave us
the opportunity to meet new,
young, innovative minds. The event
was broadcasted live from C4E
channels. Students Innovators is
the University of Cyprus student
competition featuring early stage

business ideas with innovation potential and/or creative twist. Student teams were invited their
project/ideas in a 5-minute ‘pitch’ to a panel of judges and the audience.  The Student
Competition Evaluation Committee of the University of Cyprus had already evaluated all 22
applications submitted and managed to single out 7 teams to present in the competition.
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PARTNERS IN THE 2ND EU-SRI LANKA INNOVATION
PARTNERSHIP NETWORKING EVENT

 
EU-Sri Lanka Innovation Partnership (EU-SLIP) 2nd Networking Event took place online on 22nd of
April. As an incubator, we were invited to present on partnerships and key milestones achieved since
December 2020 and we were also been informed about the EU-SLIP agritech thematic  challenge and
the EU-South Asia Help Desk and corporate engagement activities. The agenda also included a startup
pitch session and presentations by corporates on their relevant third-party opportunities and open
innovation calls for European and South Asian startups.

A very insightful and interesting
interview was featured by the
hostess of Business Hour in
Digital TV, where our Manager,
Angela Panayiotou talked about
new goals, new plans and the
success story of IDEA Innovation
Center. Under her leadership,
IDEA achieved significant awards
in Europe, Asia & Africa.

HOSTED IN BUSINESS HOUR AT DIGITAL TV
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“CULTURE MEANS BUSINESS” FROM BOCCF
The interesting podcasts of Cultural Foundation continue. Excited for this new series that
elevate and connect entrepreneurship with culture. The series aims to help entrepreneurs and
individuals involved in technology and culture, so that they can develop ideas that promote
interdisciplinary business projects in the field of arts and culture.

Our alumni startup Malloc is being introduced in April’s issue of InBusiness magazine. The three
young founders, Maria, Artemis & Liza – all with PhDs, experts in the areas of Artificial 

OUR ALUMNI STARTUP MALLOC FEATURED IN
INBUSINESS MAGAZINE

Intelligence, Cyber
Security, Software
Engineering &
Innovation
Management, joined
forces to help
people and
enterprises to
protect their data
and regain their
privacy by
introducing the first
app Antistalker -
MicBlocker that
allows you to stop
any app from using
your microphone.
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OUR ALUMNI STARTUP SYNDESEAS FEATURED IN
GOLD MAGAZINE

The awarded Syndeseas Integrated

Solut ions Ltd,  one of  our alumni

startups, is featured in "Gold”

magazine, Apr i l  issue as "This Month's

Start  Up" in the "Start  Me Up" column.

The interview given by the CEO

Michal is Agapiou provides a short

summary of  how Syndeseas started,

what i t  has achieved so far and what

are the next steps and vis ion to

become even bigger.

Our Manager, Angela Panayiotou, was featured at Insider - Philenews. Being nominee at the

“Madame Figaro Women of the Year 2021” Awards, in the category

‘Professional/Businesswoman’, Ms Panayiotou talked about hard work and vision. Passionate

about IDEA’s achievements, she talks about female entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship of

people with disabil it ies and the creation of a ‘giving back’, collaborative culture.

HOSTED AT INSIDER OF PHILELEFTHEROS
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PARTICIPATED IN THE EUROPEAN PROGRAM -
«ENHANCING THE ENTREPRENEURIAL MINDSET OF

NON-BUSINESS ACADEMICS»

student entrepreneurship. ENTRANCE is implemented in close collaboration with GrantXpert in
Cyprus, UBI University in Portugal, the Institute of Entrepreneurial Development - IED in Greece and
KTU University in Lithuania.

HAPPY EASTER!

OUR ALUMNI STARTUP ABLEBOOK HOSTED IN
CYBC’S “BRAND NEWS” PROGRAM

IDEA participates in the new, funded by the EU, program:
ENTRANCE - «Enhancing the ENTRepreneurial mindset of non-
business Academics in Europe». The project is supported by
Erasmus+ KA2 Strategic Partnerships in Higher Education and
concerns the development of entrepreneurial mentality and
thinking in academics and researchers. The project is a
structured, European and interdisciplinary training environment
that aims to strengthen the entrepreneurial mentality and skills
of academics with non-entrepreneurial activity, while equipping
them with pedagogical approaches suitable for promoting 

It was a very emotional
Easter this year! Despite
all, we spread with joy the
“Hristos Anesti” to all our
families and colleagues,
feeling the warmth of the
holy light in our hearts.

When we see our successful startups being hosted in
tv channels, radio programs, magazines and in the
media in general, makes us even more proud of our
work and what we give back to the society. The
founders of AbleBook - IDEA alumni startup, were
hosted this month on Vivian Kanari's “Brand News”
show on RIK. AbleBook is a platform that aims to
provide supplies to people with disabilities and
vulnerable groups in their daily lives. We congratulate
once more their dynamic and very important work they
perform.
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